
YOU’RE READY
NO MATTER WHAT
LIGHT YOU’RE IN

You’re inside. You’re outside. 
Your daily life keeps you  
moving back and forth 
between indoor light
and bright sunshine.

When your lenses
seamlessly adapt to

every situation,
you always see life 

in the best light.

Continuously adjust to changing light
LIGHT INTELLIGENT LENSES™

ESSILORUSA.COM

COMBINE TRANSITIONS®
LIGHT INTELLIGENT LENSES™
WITH OTHER  TECHNOLOGIES

FROM ESSILOR:

No-Glare lenses For
The Clearest Vision Possible™

Enhanced Single Vision Lenses
for comfortable vision

Progressive lenses for
sharp vision and smooth

transitions at any distance 
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THE BEST OVERALL 
PHOTOCHROMIC LENSES*

Transitions® Signature® GEN 8™ lenses are fully 
clear indoors with just the right amount of tint 
outdoors. They fade back to clear up to three minutes 
faster and activate to a category three darkness up 
to 30% faster than Transitions® Signature® lenses**.

**CR607 products fade back to clear 2 minutes faster. Claim is based on tests across mate-
rials on grey lenses, being the most popular color, fading back to 70% transmission @ 23°C. 
CR607 products activate to a category 3 darkness 15% faster. Claim is based on tests across 
materials on grey lenses, being the most popular color, achieving 18% transmission @ 23ºC.

*Based on achieving the highest weighted composite score among main everyday 
photochromic lenses across measurements of key photochromic performance attributes 
weighted by their relative importance to consumers.
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TRY OTHER TRANSITIONS® LENSES:

Best for extra protection, 
even in the car.

Now Available
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TRANSITIONS®  LENSESORDINARY LENSES

LIGHT UNDER CONTROL™

Transitions® Light Intelligent Lenses™ 
automatically adapt to protect your eyes indoors 
and outdoors, optimizing the amount of light 
that reaches your eyes. 

Transitions lenses even block 100% of UVA/UVB 
rays while helping to protect your eyes from 
Harmful Blue Light,* both indoors and out. There 
are options for most frames and prescriptions 
and for every lifestyle and age.

*Transitions lenses block at least 20% of Harmful Blue Light indoors and at least 85% of 
Harmful Blue Light outdoors. Harmful Blue Light is the blue-violet wavelengths believed 
most toxic to retinal cells, which lie between 415–455nm on the light spectrum.

Indoors Outdoors

Automatically adjust to changing light conditions.
Transitions lens shown here in Grey.
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